Introduction
============

Learning a new language is a complex task comprised of mastering novel phonology, vocabulary, and grammar. Acquisition in adults occurs gradually, and even after years of practice many do not achieve native-like levels of pronunciation (Baker and Trofimovich, [@B2]; Sebastian-Gallés et al., [@B61]) or grammatical knowledge (Johnson and Newport, [@B28]; DeKeyser, [@B20]; MacWhinney, [@B42]). Even when adults are able to develop adequate vocabulary skills in a new language (Van Hell and Mahn, [@B67]; Lotto and De Groot, [@B40]), they often experience initial difficulty forming strong associations between a novel word's lexical form and its meaning (Kroll and Stewart, [@B37]; Kroll et al., [@B36]). An important component of learning success is early acquisition of word form, since focusing on learning isolated word forms first can contribute to subsequent learning of words' meanings (Bogaards, [@B10]; Graf Estes et al., [@B25]; Mirman et al., [@B46]; Fernandes et al., [@B23]). Acquisition of words and their forms has previously been explored by manipulating the learner's input, and it has been shown that variables such as repeated exposure to specific words (Nation, [@B49]; de Groot, [@B19]) and reduced speaking rates (Ferguson, [@B22]) can improve acquisition. In addition, characteristics of the learner may also contribute to successful acquisition. For example, experience with multiple languages has been associated with improved learning of words' form-meaning links (Cenoz and Valencia, [@B14]; Sanz, [@B60]; Cenoz, [@B13]; Keshavarz and Astaneh, [@B31]; Kaushanskaya and Marian, [@B30]), and this learning advantage may arise in part from better initial acquisition of word form. Similarly, inhibitory control (the ability to suppress competing representations and attend to relevant ones) appears to influence learning (Kaushanskaya and Marian, [@B29]) and processing (Bartolotti and Marian, [@B3]) of novel words, and may affect form acquisition. In the present study, we examined how early learning of word forms is affected by characteristics of the learner, including linguistic experience (in the form of bilingualism) and cognitive ability (in the form of inhibitory control).

Learning the forms of novel words is aided by frequent encounters with those words (Osterhout et al., [@B52]). McLaughlin et al. ([@B45]) found that the best predictor of word familiarity was how frequently that word had appeared during previous instruction. Language learners who study abroad in immersive second language environments encounter specific novel words during daily exposure more often than students who do not, and as a result show greater gains in proficiency (Freed, [@B24]). The benefits of language immersion arise both from reduced exposure to the native language (Levy et al., [@B38]; Linck et al., [@B39]), and from increased exposure to words in the new language (Kojic-Sabo and Lightbown, [@B34]; Perani et al., [@B53]). Increased exposure to the new language can strengthen the representations of recently acquired words and introduce the learner to novel words more frequently. Novel words encountered while listening to speech can be acquired incidentally and can increase vocabulary knowledge considerably.

Incidental learning can be accomplished by using the statistical regularities in speech to determine the boundaries of novel word forms. Sounds that co-occur often are likely to comprise part of a single word, whereas rare sound sequences are likely to mark transitions between words. For example, in the phrase "pretty baby," listeners are sensitive to the fact that "*pre*" followed by "*ty*" is more likely to occur than "*ty*" followed by "*ba*," since "pretty" can be followed by any number of other words. Both infants and adults are able to track this statistical information and use it to identify novel word forms in an unfamiliar language (Saffran et al., [@B56], [@B57]; Ludden and Gupta, [@B41]; Theissen and Saffran, [@B66]; Newport and Aslin, [@B51]; Kovács and Mehler, [@B35]).

This ability to learn novel forms in a new language via statistical regularities may be indirectly improved by previous bilingual experience. One of the consequences of bilingualism for cognition is improved phonological working memory (Service et al., [@B62]; Majerus et al., [@B43]; Adesope et al., [@B1]), as a result of acquiring and processing a large vocabulary that encompasses multiple languages. High phonological working memory has been associated with gains in statistical learning of word forms (Misyak and Christiansen, [@B47]), suggesting that bilingualism may improve statistical learning through its influence on phonological working memory. Phonological working memory can be used to maintain large chunks of speech in memory long enough for the transitions between syllables to be compared. In addition, working memory may help to update the relative frequency of different syllable transitions. Based on the transitional probabilities, likely word candidates can be identified and transferred from working memory to long-term memory. Due to gains in phonological working memory, bilinguals should thus outperform monolinguals in statistical learning of word forms in a novel language.

Learning word forms in a new language may also be influenced by level of inhibitory control. When a new language and a known language conflict, interference from the known language may be particularly detrimental to learning, since the two languages are tightly integrated at early stages of learning (Kroll and Stewart, [@B37]). Since known languages are highly practiced, they can activate more easily than a new language, resulting in learners over-applying transitional probabilities, pronunciations, or rules from their native language to the new language, even when the two are in conflict (Murphy, [@B48]). For example, the French possessive "de" occurs before many other French words and thus often marks a word boundary, whereas the same syllable in English is commonly used at the beginning of words and rarely indicates a word boundary. An English-speaking learner of French, then, may not attend to novel words following "de," as this syllable was not a reliable English word boundary cue. By over-applying rules for English word transitions, the learner's acquisition of French word forms may progress at a slower rate. By using inhibitory control to suppress the non-target language, interference from conflicting native-language constructs can be reduced. With less interference, word boundaries in a new language may be easier to learn and speech segmentation may be improved. Indeed, effective inhibitory control has previously been shown to benefit word segmentation when conflicting information present during learning had to be suppressed (Weiss et al., [@B69]).

To examine the distinct contributions of bilingual experience and inhibitory control on word segmentation, we tested participants who varied in bilingual experience and level of inhibitory control on their ability to learn languages that were based on the International Morse Code. In Morse code, all information is conveyed rhythmically by changes in duration of pure-tone sequences and silences. A benefit of using Morse code is that it is sufficiently difficult to learn and therefore can discriminate learners from non-learners. An additional benefit of using Morse code is that it does not overlap with any languages participants knew and avoids favoring speakers of one language over another. This low overlap with participants' known languages enabled us to create an experimental condition in which interference was low and learning required detecting statistical regularities within the Morse stream, but did not require inhibiting competitive interference from known languages. Because the inhibitory demands were reduced, the low-interference condition allowed us to assess whether bilingual experience has an effect on incidental learning of word forms from speech, independent of inhibitory control ability.

In addition to the low-interference condition, we also designed a second, high-interference condition to assess the influence of inhibitory ability on word segmentation. The words in this second, high-interference condition conflicted with the previously learned words in the low-interference condition. Additionally, a colliding cue to word boundaries that conflicted with the transitional probabilities between words was inserted to create interference within the new language itself (Weiss et al., [@B69]). Weiss et al. ([@B69]) showed that when two sets of word boundary cues were equally salient, participants with strong inhibitory control were able to selectively attend to one set of cues and learn the words. Although the source of the conflict in their study was within the target language instead of across two languages, inhibitory control may similarly improve learning when the locus of interference is between a known language and a new language. Learning in our high-interference condition depended on selectively attending to one of the two sets of word boundary cues (by inhibiting the other), as in Weiss et al. ([@B69]), but also required participants to suppress competing Morse code words that were previously learned in the low-interference condition. This second, high-interference condition therefore enabled us to examine the influence of inhibitory ability on word segmentation in contexts where learners have to reduce interference from conflicting linguistic information both within and across languages.

To summarize, in the present study, we examined the distinct contributions of bilingual experience and inhibitory control on word segmentation. Participants who varied in bilingual experience and level of inhibitory control were taught Morse code words first in a low-interference condition and then in a high-interference condition. The low-interference condition placed few demands on inhibition; in this condition, high bilingual experience was expected to contribute to successful word segmentation. The high-interference condition placed high demands on inhibition; in this condition, inhibitory ability was expected to promote successful word segmentation.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Twenty-four Northwestern University students (Mean age = 21.6 years, SD = 2.23) participated for course credit. All participants provided informed consent in accordance with the Northwestern University IRB. Participants completed the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q; Marian et al., [@B44]) to provide information about language proficiency, age of acquisition, and frequency of language use. Languages represented as participants' dominant language included English (*N* = 20), Korean (*N* = 1), and Chinese (*N* = 1). Second languages reported included Spanish (*N* = 7), Chinese (*N* = 4), English (*N* = 2), French (*N* = 1), Gujarati (*N* = 1), Korean (*N* = 1), and Tamil (*N* = 1); five participants reported no meaningful second language experience. A breakdown of language knowledge by group is provided in Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in the Appendix. Based on participants' reported L2 proficiency, L2 age of acquisition, and L2 frequency of use, a composite score of bilingual experience was computed. L2 proficiency, L2 age of acquisition, and L2 frequency of use were transformed to *Z*-scores for each participant based on the group mean and SD, and the average of these three scores was used as a composite measure of overall bilingual experience. Participant characteristics are presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Means and SD (in parentheses) for participant characteristics**.

                                 All participants   Low bilingual experience   High bilingual experience   Weak IC               Strong IC
  ------------------------------ ------------------ -------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------- --------------------
  *N*                            24                 11^†^                      11^†^                       12                    12
  Females                        20                 10                         8                           11                    9
  Age (years)                    21.61 (2.23)       22.09 (2.47)               21.18 (2.09)                22.00 (2.61)          21.25 (1.86)
  WASI (performance IQ)          110.17 (12.51)     108.91 (12.45)             110.73 (13.46)              110.75 (13.53)        109.55 (11.92)
  Digit span (raw score)         16.71 (2.48)       17.00 (2.41)               16.09 (2.66)                17.42 (2.23)          16.00 (2.59)
  L2 Proficiency (scale 0--10)   4.50 (3.28)        2.23\*\*\* (2.57)          6.77\*\*\* (2.16)           4.10 (2.84)           4.91 (3.77)
  L2 AoA (years)                 7.88 (5.05)        12.33\*\* (1.51)           5.45\*\* (4.61)             9.22 (4.44)           6.38 (5.55)
  L2 Frequency of use (%)        12.09 (17.40)      1.00\*\* (2.00)            23.18\*\* (19.01)           14.18 (21.25)         10.00 (13.23)
  Simon effect (ms)              33.82 (25.11)      36.48 (28.75)              28.86 (22.43)               53.04\*\*\* (16.88)   14.60\*\*\* (4.87)

*Low and High Bilingual Experience groups were defined by a median split on a composite score of L2 Proficiency, L2 AoA, and L2 Frequency of use. Weak and Strong Inhibitory Control groups were defined based on a median split of the size of the Simon effect*.

*IC, inhibitory control; WASI, Weschler abbreviated scale of intelligence; L2, second language; AoA, age of acquisition. ^†^Group sizes are lower in the high/low bilingual experience comparison because language data were not available for two participants. \*\*p \< 0.01 between groups, \*\*\*p \< 0.001 between groups*.

A version of the Simon task (Simon and Small, [@B63]) was used to assess participants' inhibitory control ability. Median splits were used to separate participants into high/low bilingual experience groups based on the bilingual experience composite, and strong/weak inhibitory control based on the size of the Simon effect (median: 33.24 ms). High and low bilingual experience groups did not differ in age, performance IQ (block design and matrix reasoning subtests of the *Weschler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence*; PsychCorp, [@B55]), working memory (digit span subtest of the *Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing*; Wagner et al., [@B68]), or inhibitory control ability. Strong and weak inhibitory control groups did not differ in age, performance IQ, working memory, L2 proficiency, L2 age of acquisition, or L2 frequency of use.

Inhibitory control as assessed by the Simon task was not correlated with the bilingual experience composite (*p* = 0.50) or any of its components (L2 proficiency, *p* = 0.09; L2 age of acquisition, *p* = 0.84; L2 frequency of use, *p* = 0.73), allowing the effects of bilingual experience and inhibitory control on learning to be considered separately. The lack of a correlation was not unexpected; bilingual advantages in inhibitory control are frequently observed in children (Bialystok and Martin, [@B7]; Carlson and Meltzoff, [@B11]) and older adults (Bialystok et al., [@B6]; Salvatierra and Rosselli, [@B59]), but results are mixed in younger adults who are in their cognitive prime. In particular, certain tasks of executive functioning, such as Stroop and the Attentional Network Test, commonly reveal bilingual advantages in young adults (Bialystok et al., [@B5]; Costa et al., [@B18]; Tao et al., [@B65]). Other executive functioning tasks, such as the Simon task, are reliable predictors of word segmentation in the presence of conflicting cues (Weiss et al., [@B69]), but do not appear to be robustly driven by bilingual experience (Bialystok et al., [@B8]; Bialystok, [@B4]; Prior and MacWhinney, [@B54]; Blumenfeld and Marian, [@B9]; Hilchey and Klein, [@B27]). In the present study, because variability in bilingual experience was not related to variability in inhibitory control, it was possible to examine the separate effects of these two factors on learning to segment words in a novel language.

Materials
---------

Two artificial languages were created based on the International Morse Code alphabet. In Morse code, letters are composed of combinations of short tones, or "dots" (440 Hz for 100 ms) and long tones, or "dashes" (440 Hz for 300 ms). Two letters (E /./ and T /-/) are made up of a single tone each, and four letters (A /.-/, I /../, N /-./, and M /--/) are made up of two tones in sequence. When a single letter contained two tones, the tones were separated by a short 100 ms pause. When multiple letters were combined to form a single word, the letters were separated by a longer 300 ms pause, so that the multi-tone letters (i.e., I, A, N, and M) could still be perceived as distinct groupings (without this distinction in pause lengths, the letter sequence "ET" would be indistinguishable from the single letter "A"). By using all six letters (A, E, I, N, M, T), three words were created for each of two languages such that the length of each word was a constant 1100 ms, and no letter was used twice (See Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**The Morse code words used in the two languages**. Long tones, or dashes, are 300 ms long, and short tones, or dots, are 100 ms long. Numbers in parentheses indicate the length of the pause, either 100 or 300 ms. Short pauses separate tones within a letter, and long pauses separate letters within a word.](fpsyg-02-00324-g001){#F1}

Morse code training streams were created for each language with two restrictions: A word could not immediately follow itself, and each word was followed by the other two words an equal number of times. Since the first letter of each word perfectly predicted the second letter, transitional probability within words was a constant 1.0. Since each word could be followed by either of the two other words, the between-word transitional probability was a constant 0.5. The training stream in the low-interference condition had a 300-ms long pause inserted between words, identical to the long pause that separated letters within a single word. To learn the words, participants would have to attend to the transitional probabilities within and between words. For example, the continuous stream TAEMTANI can be segmented as TA--EM--TA--NI based on the transitional probabilities between letters (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, in the high-interference condition, the long pause between words was replaced with a 100 ms short pause. The 300 ms long pause that remained within words could be used as a salient grouping cue to identify words in the stream. If participants ignored the different pause lengths, they would still be able to learn the words based on the transitional probabilities, as in the low-interference condition. If instead participants used the pause lengths as a cue to word boundaries, they would learn a different set of words than those defined by the transitional probabilities. There were thus two colliding cues to word boundary: the between-word transitional probabilities (as in the low-interference condition), and the pause-based cues (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). To learn the words, participants would have to inhibit one of the two word boundary cues and attend to the other.

![**Morse code listening streams in the low and high-interference conditions**. The dots and dashes represent short (100 ms) and long (300 ms) tones respectively, while the short and long gaps represent silences of 100 and 300 ms respectively. In the low-interference condition **(A)**, words are marked by statistical probabilities between letters (the transitional probability within words is 100%, e.g., T is always followed by A, but the transitional probability between words is 50%, e.g., A is followed by either E or I). In the high-interference condition **(B)**, the gap between words is reduced, and the statistically defined words (TA, EM, IN) compete with words defined by the long pauses (AE, MT, AI, as well as MI, NT, NE). Each participant was exposed to both the low- and high-interference conditions. The order of the two conditions was fixed, with the low-interference condition always occurring first, but the language used in each condition was counterbalanced across subjects. In the example above, the same language is shown in both the low-interference condition and the high-interference conditions in order to highlight the difference between conditions.](fpsyg-02-00324-g002){#F2}

Procedure
---------

The Morse code language associated with each condition was counterbalanced across participants, so that half of the participants heard Language 1 for the low-interference condition and Language 2 for the high-interference condition, while the other half of the participants heard Language 2 for the low-interference condition and Language 1 for the high-interference condition. The order of the two conditions was fixed, with all participants completing the low-interference condition first, followed by the high-interference condition. This was done to ensure that no previously learned Morse code words could compete with targets during the low-interference condition. Learned words would then have to be inhibited during the following high-interference condition, increasing the inhibitory demands of the high-interference condition.

At the beginning of each learning condition, participants were instructed to listen to a series of tones and were told that they would be tested on information about the tones later. Participants wore headphones and listened to the Morse code stream over three blocks, each 4 min and 12 s long. Participants received a 1-min silent break between blocks.

Immediately after the third training block, participants were tested on their knowledge of the language with a 12-item two-alternative forced-choice task. Participants were instructed to indicate which of two Morse code words was more familiar by pressing the "1" (first word) or "9" (second word) key on a computer keyboard. Word pairs were presented with a 1-s pause between words, and a 4-s pause between trials. Each of the three words was presented in four trials: twice before and twice after two different part-words. Part-words were created by concatenating the second letter from one word with the first letter of another word, and had appeared in the listening stream half as often as the actual words. In the high-interference condition, the part-words were words that could have been learned by using pause-based cues instead of statistical cues. Accuracy scores were obtained and normalized to chance performance, with a score of 0 indicating 6 out of 12 correct (where correct meant selecting the statistically defined word). Positive scores indicated learning of the statistical probabilities. In the high-interference condition, negative scores indicated learning of the pause-based rules.

All participants also completed a visual Simon task (Simon and Small, [@B63]; Weiss et al., [@B69]) to index inhibitory control. Participants viewed blue and brown rectangles that appeared on the left, right, or center of a computer screen and selected a response based on the item's color, while ignoring its location. The instructions were to press a blue button on the left side of the keyboard if the rectangle was blue, or to press a brown button on the right side of the keyboard if the rectangle was brown. In Congruent trials, the stimulus and the response were on the same side (e.g., a blue rectangle on the left side of the screen). In Incongruent trials, stimulus and response were on opposite sides (e.g., blue rectangle on the right side of the screen). In Neutral trials, the stimulus appeared in the center of the screen. Congruent, Incongruent, and Neutral trials appeared in an equal ratio (42 trials each, 126 total). A single trial involved (1) a fixation cross for 350 ms, (2) a blank screen for 150 ms, (3) a colored rectangle for 1500 ms, (4) in the event of an error, a red "X" as feedback for 1500 ms, and (5) a blank screen for an 850 ms inter-trial interval. All participants completed a practice session before the actual task. The Simon effect was calculated by subtracting reaction time on Congruent trials from reaction time on Incongruent trials. A small Simon effect indicates better ability to ignore the inconsistent location cue, and strong inhibitory control.

Results
=======

Word learning in the low-interference condition
-----------------------------------------------

When interference during learning was low, bilingual experience positively influenced word learning ability, whereas level of inhibitory control did not influence learning (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The high bilingual experience group performed significantly better than chance (*M* = 2.41, SD = 2.01), *t*(10) = 3.98, *p* \< 0.01, while the low bilingual experience group did not differ from chance (*M* = 1.09, SD = 2.34), *p* = 0.15, indicating that the high bilingual experience group was able to learn the Morse code words. The same pattern of results was observed when each factor in the bilingual experience composite was considered separately, that is, when participants were divided into two groups based on median splits in L2 proficiency, L2 age of acquisition, or L2 frequency of use. Both the strong (*M* = 1.79, SD = 2.46), *t*(11) = 2.52, *p* \< 0.05, and weak (*M* = 1.92, SD = 1.98), *t*(11) = 3.36, *p* \< 0.01, inhibitory control groups performed above chance, indicating that they were able to learn the Morse code language.

![**Effects of second language proficiency and inhibitory control on learning the new language in the low-interference condition**. (Asterisks indicate a significant difference from chance, alpha of 0.05. Error bars indicate 1 SE).](fpsyg-02-00324-g003){#F3}

Learning was not correlated with bilingual experience, *p* = 0.76, L2 age of acquisition, *p* = 0.40, or L2 frequency of use, *p* = 0.55, but was marginally correlated with L2 proficiency, *r* = 0.40, *p* = 0.06 (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Inhibitory control ability was not correlated with learning, *p* = 0.37.

![**Relationship between second language proficiency and learning of word forms in the low-interference condition**.](fpsyg-02-00324-g004){#F4}

Word learning in the high-interference condition
------------------------------------------------

When interference during learning was high, strong inhibitory control increased word learning, but bilingual experience did not (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In this condition, positive scores above chance indicate learning of the words based on statistical cues, while negative scores below chance indicate learning of the words based on pause cues. Participants with strong inhibitory control performed significantly below chance, indicating that they learned according to the pause cues (*M* = −1.18, SD = 1.60), *t*(10) = −2.45, *p* \< 0.05, while participants with weak inhibitory control did not differ from chance (*M* = 0.58, SD = 1.73), *p* = 0.27. No consistent pattern of learning was observed when bilingual experience was considered; neither the high bilingual experience group (*M* = 0.18, SD = 2.14; *p* = 0.78), nor the low bilingual experience group (*M* = −0.55, SD = 1.57), *p* = 0.28 differed from chance. In addition, when each factor in the bilingual experience composite was considered separately, no group performed better than chance.

![**Effects of second language proficiency and inhibitory control on learning the new language in the high-interference condition**. Positive scores indicate learning of statistical cues and negative scores indicate learning of pause cues. (Asterisks indicate a significant difference from chance, alpha of 0.05. Error bars indicate 1 SE).](fpsyg-02-00324-g005){#F5}

Inhibitory control was correlated with learning success, *r* = 0.47, *p* \< 0.05 (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), while bilingual experience, *p* = 0.94, L2 proficiency, *p* = 0.99, L2 age of acquisition, *p* = 0.86, and L2 frequency of use, *p* = 0.75 were not correlated with learning.

![**Relationship between inhibitory control (assessed by the Simon task) and learning of word forms in the high-interference condition**.](fpsyg-02-00324-g006){#F6}

Discussion
==========

Learning words in a new language is a multi-step process involving the acquisition of new word forms and of mapping these acquired word forms to meaning. While previous research suggests that bilingualism improves learning of form-meaning mappings in another language (Cenoz and Valencia, [@B14]; Sanz, [@B60]; Cenoz, [@B13]; Keshavarz and Astaneh, [@B31]; Kaushanskaya and Marian, [@B30]), in the current study we found that bilingual experience can improve acquisition of word forms alone when interference between languages is low. In addition, we showed that inhibitory control promoted successful word segmentation when there were competing cues to word boundaries both within and across languages. Successful acquisition of word forms has previously been shown to be one factor that contributes to later stages of word learning (e.g., mapping form to meaning, Graf Estes et al., [@B25]; Mirman et al., [@B46]) and increases the rate at which vocabulary is expanded (Bogaards, [@B10]). During natural language learning, both bilingual experience and inhibitory control may contribute in different degrees to early acquisition of novel word forms (depending on the characteristics of the language to be learned), which may benefit the process of learning a novel language.

High bilingual experience was associated with successful segmentation of Morse code word forms from a continuous auditory stream with consistent cues to word boundaries. In order to learn the word forms in the low-interference condition, participants had to analyze the transitional probabilities between sounds and extract the most commonly occurring sequences. This ability to analyze probabilities may depend in part on phonological working memory, which has previously been associated with improved statistical learning (Misyak and Christiansen, [@B47]). Extensive bilingual experience has been associated with gains in phonological working memory (Service et al., [@B62]; Majerus et al., [@B43]; Adesope et al., [@B1]), which may have contributed to bilinguals' ability to learn the words. It is possible that bilinguals used working memory more effectively than monolinguals to maintain large chunks of the auditory sequence for statistical analysis. Working memory could also contribute by updating the frequencies of specific transitions over time, and by facilitating the transfer of newly detected words to long-term memory. By effectively applying phonological working memory to the statistical learning task, bilinguals may have been able to better extract and retain novel word forms.

Statistical learning is itself a measure of implicit learning ability, as participants are typically not aware of having consciously learned any of the words. Bilinguals' improved performance on the statistical learning task is thus consistent with observed bilingual advantages on language learning tasks that rely heavily on implicit learning (Klein, [@B33]; Kovács and Mehler, [@B35]). For example, Nation and McLaughlin ([@B50]) found that proficiency in multiple languages improved learning of an artificial grammar when participants did not explicitly attend to the grammatical rules, but acquired them implicitly during the course of learning novel words. As a consequence of acquiring the words and grammar of multiple languages, bilinguals may develop a more effective implicit learning mechanism than monolinguals. This increased efficiency could contribute to bilinguals' improved incidental learning of word forms while listening to speech.

In contrast to bilinguals' performance in the low-interference condition, in the high-interference condition, bilingual experience had no effect on word segmentation success. One possibility for the lack of learning is that both those with low and those with high bilingual experience may have been unable to consistently attend to either the statistical or pause-based cues. If participants shifted attention between the two cues during training, then at test neither the statistically defined words nor the pause-defined words would be more familiar and performance would remain at chance. Alternatively, it may be that bilingual experience improves efficiency of integrating multiple cues. Given that most languages use correlated cues to word segmentation and relatively few contrasting cues (Christiansen et al., [@B15]; Sahni et al., [@B58]), when cues are not correlated (as was the case in the high-interference condition), this ability to integrate cues may be a drawback. Learning in the high-interference condition required that participants attend to a single set of cues and suppress the other; bilinguals may have either been unable to attend to either cue, or attended to and integrated both cues.

Participants with strong inhibitory control were able to selectively attend to a single set of cues in the high-interference condition, suggesting that inhibitory control can also contribute to word segmentation ability. In the high-interference condition, conflict occurred due to both incongruent word boundaries between the two Morse code languages across blocks, and colliding cues to word boundary within the listening stream. Learning word boundaries in the high-interference condition required one to ignore recently learned transitional probabilities from the low-interference condition, and to selectively attend to one of the two colliding cues to word boundaries in the high-interference condition. Successful learning could be accomplished by inhibiting irrelevant information in memory (previous transitional probabilities) and in the auditory stream (one of the two colliding cues to word boundaries).

The overall pattern of learning in the high-interference condition suggests that participants with strong inhibitory control suppressed the statistical information and relied on pause lengths between letters to segment words. One possibility is that pause lengths were a more salient cue than the transitional probabilities, making them easier to learn. However, if the pause boundaries in the auditory stream had been much more salient than the statistical boundaries, we might have expected all groups to pick up on this cue and learn the pause-defined words. In a previous study using colliding statistical and pause-based cues to word segmentation, when the pause cue was made more salient (by manipulating its length), participants overwhelmingly were able to learn the pause-defined words (Weiss et al., [@B69]). In our colliding cue condition we saw evidence of learning only in the strong inhibitory control group, which suggests that the pause cues were learnable, but that the statistical cues were close enough in saliency to interfere with learning in the weak inhibitory control group. The tendency of the strong inhibitory control group to segment words according to the pauses may reflect a strategy that minimized sources of interference. Recall that in the high-interference condition, pauses conflicted with transitional probabilities, while the transitional probabilities conflicted with both the pauses and the transitional probabilities from the low-interference condition. The pauses thus directly competed with only one source, while the statistical boundaries directly competed with two sources. The participants with strong inhibitory control may have been sensitive to this difference and applied inhibition in a way that maximized cue salience, by suppressing all statistical cues and engaging learning of the pauses between words.

To summarize, our findings suggest that experience with a second language helped learners identify novel words by attending to statistical regularities in the signal, whereas inhibitory control helped learners identify novel words by suppressing conflicting language knowledge and focusing attention on the meaningful aspects of a novel language. To date, there has often been considerable attention paid to how bilingual experience may impact executive functioning or its subcomponents, including response suppression, inhibitory control, task switching, and task monitoring (Bialystok and Martin, [@B7]; Bialystok et al., [@B6]; Bialystok et al., [@B5]; Carlson and Meltzoff, [@B11]; Costa et al., [@B18], [@B17]; Hernández et al., [@B26]; Prior and MacWhinney, [@B54]; Soveri et al., [@B64]; Salvatierra and Rosselli, [@B59]; Tao et al., [@B65]). While bilingual advantages are typically more robust in young children or older adults (see Hilchey and Klein, [@B27]), they can be observed in young adults, particularly on tasks that require context monitoring (Costa et al., [@B18], [@B17]; Prior and MacWhinney, [@B54]; Tao et al., [@B65]). The link between bilingualism and executive functioning is thought to stem from bilinguals' need to control language access. Both of a bilingual's languages remain active when only one is present in the immediate linguistic context, requiring the bilingual to monitor the language in use, selectively attend to the target language, and inhibit the non-target language. Constant training of the executive functions recruited to direct attention during language processing may improve executive functioning in other domains. However, in young adults, inhibitory control ability appears to be influenced by other factors besides bilingualism as well (Bialystok et al., [@B8]; Bialystok, [@B4]; Prior and MacWhinney, [@B54]; Blumenfeld and Marian, [@B9]; Hilchey and Klein, [@B27]). In the present study, we were able to examine the differential effects of bilingual experience and inhibitory control on learning to segment words in two Morse code languages that differed in the strength of conflicting information. By examining acquisition of word forms in these different learning contexts, we have shown that linguistic and cognitive characteristics of the learner can affect success at an early stage of language learning, specifically, during word form acquisition.

One potential limitation of the current study is that the Morse code languages that participants learned were composed of pure tones that do not closely resemble natural speech. The choice to use pure-tone stimuli was made in order to limit transfer of prior knowledge during learning. Bilinguals have been shown to readily transfer words and grammatical structures from languages they already know when it can facilitate learning (Cenoz, [@B12]; Murphy, [@B48]), and using Morse code stimuli avoided confounding bilingual experience with increased transfer of prior language knowledge. By using word forms based on Morse code, we were able to control participants' prior experience with the target language, and since language backgrounds were unlikely to confer a benefit, we were able to specifically target the effects of bilingual experience and inhibitory control on sequence learning. It is important that future research extends the findings from the current study to natural language learning, as there is reason to believe that the processes involved in learning the Morse code words and in natural language acquisition overlap. The ability to extract information from a continuous stream through statistical learning mechanisms appears to be a domain-general skill, and has been shown to affect sequence learning of musical tones (Saffran et al., [@B57]), visual shapes (Kirkham et al., [@B32]), and tactile stimuli (Conway and Christiansen, [@B16]), as well as that of non-word syllables (Saffran et al., [@B56]; Ludden and Gupta, [@B41]; Theissen and Saffran, [@B66]; Newport and Aslin, [@B51]; Kovács and Mehler, [@B35]). In addition, sequence learning skill has been shown to correlate positively with second language learning success in a classroom setting (Ettlinger et al., [@B21]), suggesting that word segmentation ability can contribute to natural language learning.

It is likely that previous bilingual experience and inhibitory control ability work simultaneously to promote learning, but their relative influences may depend on the relationship between known languages and the target language. For example, bilingualism may be a more important factor in learning word forms when the target language contains novel, non-overlapping features, such as the distinct writing systems between English and Chinese. Inhibitory control may be more important in promoting learning when the two languages conflict, such as the shared Roman alphabet but contrasting letter to phoneme mappings between English and French. As each case of novel language learning contains non-overlapping and conflicting components, both bilingual experience and inhibitory control are likely to be contributing factors to early acquisition of novel word forms, though their specific influences will depend on the characteristics of the novel language and already known languages.

In conclusion, the present study extends previous research on the role of linguistic experience and inhibitory control in later stages of language learning to early stages of language acquisition. While previous work has shown that linguistic experience and inhibitory control impact acquisition of and access to *form-meaning mappings* (Cenoz and Valencia, [@B14]; Sanz, [@B60]; Cenoz, [@B13]; Keshavarz and Astaneh, [@B31]; Kaushanskaya and Marian, [@B29],[@B30]; Bartolotti and Marian, [@B3]), we propose that linguistic experience and inhibitory control also influence initial acquisition of *word form*. Moreover, our results suggest that linguistic experience and inhibitory control may affect learning in different ways, depending on the relationship between the language to be learned and prior linguistic knowledge. The current study suggests that internal factors such as linguistic experience and cognitive ability can interact with external factors such as a new language's structure and its conflict with known languages to influence early components of language learning. Future work will need to examine how these interactions influence later stages of language learning. Investigating how internal and external factors interact within the learning process is essential for understanding ultimate language attainment.
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###### 

**First and second language knowledge by group**.

             All participants (*N*)   Low bilingual experience (*N*)   High bilingual experience (*N*)   Weak IC (*N*)   Strong IC (*N*)                       
  ---------- ------------------------ -------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------- ----------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  English    20                       2                                10                                1               10                1    10   1    10   1
  Spanish    --                       7                                --                                3               --                4    --   4    --   3
  Chinese    1                        4                                1                                 1               --                3    1    2    --   2
  Korean     1                        1                                --                                --              1                 1    --   --   1    1
  French     --                       1                                --                                1               --                --   --   1    --   --
  Gujarati   --                       1                                --                                --              --                1    --   --   --   1
  Tamil      --                       1                                --                                --              --                1    --   1    --   --

*IC, inhibitory Control; L1, first language; L2, second language*.
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